Leganto December 2018 Instructor Highlights

Enhancements

- **December 2018 Leganto**
  The appearance of internal tags was made more distinctive. For more about internal tags, see the [October release notes](#).

  ![Citation with Internal Tag](image)

  **Public Note Editing Box**

- **December 2018 Leganto**
  The button **Discard** was changed to **Cancel** in all relevant locations ("cancel" more clearly means "close the editing box and do not make any changes", whereas "discard" could mean "remove all contents in the editing box", which is not what happens).

![Public note]

Resolved Issues

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00603678 00606634 00614529
  Export to Word did not work since the October release. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00563566
  Section dates did not take into account different time zones. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00568832
  Different due dates sometimes appeared in the reading list and citation details pages. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00578553 00589778
  There were some display issues in Alma with lists that had many citations. These were fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00580984
  There was an error when parsing a digitization request when the total pages had square brackets. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00549553
  Some searches against Primo failed. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto**
  The incorrect version of the location names appeared when printing a reading list. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00585381
  Some readings were inaccessible when using the JAWS screen reader. This was fixed.
• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00583914
  When an instructor rolled over a list, the manage digital representations setting was not copied. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00587556 00612962
  The Back to top icon sometimes overlapped the options button of the final section heading. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00578594 00618007
  The Reports tab displayed an error when viewed in Internet Explorer. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00587589
  The side menu buttons sometimes overlapped with the logo in Leganto. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00588808
  For citations with public notes that included new line breaks, exporting to PDF had some issues. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**
  Librarians and course organizers could not search in Find Lists for lists published for course students only. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**
  Find List sometimes did not return a list that was associated to multiple courses. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00595164
  For a citation associated with a bibliographic record with physical inventory that also had a related record with electronic inventory, selecting View Online from the reading list page resulted in an error. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**
  Sometimes the Sign in for more options link on the citation details page did not redirect to the correct authorization system. This was fixed.